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1 Introduction

If you search for keyword "Form Designer" over internet, you will see a lot of software help you to design
a data entry form in pdf or html format. Some other result related to software developer only, explaining
about adding control in a User Defined Interface.

The first category design the entry form without any further data processing, which capture and
aggregate data collected when the form in use. Simply the form is sent offline to the end user for data
entry. The content of this kind of form is fixed. You can not, for example display the remaining budget
value after filling in the budget code into the form.

The second category is use mainly in software development process. It  does not target the end user at
all. Developers use it to create their software. When a form is delivered to the end user. It layout is
probably  fixed and can not be changed at run-time. If you end user request a new layout or a new logic
of data entry, you need to ask the development team to involve to resolve the customer request. It takes
time, a lot of time.
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Phoebus Form Designer does not belong to any of above categories. It helps end user to create a data
entry form (may be in Excel format) and plug the form to the Phoebus ERP. So data entry can be
captured and processed as a regular form of a regular software. No need to compile, rebuild, republish,
re-install software anymore. This approach incredibly reduces the implementation time, because
consultant can create absolutely new user interface in just a few minute without bothering the developer
team.
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1.1 How does it works?

It's sound interesting and easy, how does it works?

The diagram below explains how does it work under the hood.

1. Templates: (Business Document Template)

The first components of the system are the template file. There are 2 types of template file, each of them
has pros and cons. 

Excel template file is easy to maintain because it is a regular Excel file. In this Excel template we use
the comment and lock property of cells to describe where are the text boxes, combo boxes, multi-option
control. If you are familiar with Phoebus Report Designer, you may be very exciting because design the
Form Template is the same as Report template, except the input control description in cell's comment.

The Phoebus form template is intuitive for designing process. It's easy to add control to Phoebus form
template and see the result right in the designing step. Phoebus form template is not as flexible as
Excel template. It can not be used in Windows application and Web application together, so you need to
design 2 forms, one for Web and one for Win. 
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2. Form Definition (Business Document Definition)

When a form is generated from a template, it can combine both static data and database data, so the
result is a dynamic user entry form.

One important thing, that almost data entry form must do, is data validation. Validation will check if input
data is correct or not before starting an action or before saving to the Database.

The validation rule can be very simple like : enter only number, enter only text, the maximum length of
the input text, wild-card rules ..... 
Or may be business oriented like : the order amount should not excess the Credit Limit of this
customer.

3. Form Actions.

You can create many action against a Phoebus Form. For example :Post / Import/ Mark / View / ....
Form Actions play a broker role of Database service. Phoebus form insert/update data to Database
using Actions.
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1.2 My First Form

This section explain to you steps to create and use your first form. : Cash Receipt Form

Step1 . Create the form definition

Step2 . Open and design your form

Step3 . Define the mapping your form to data table  

Finish: Run your form

Step1. Create the form definition

Launch command PBF - Business Document Definition. Create a new record

Doc code: CRF
Description: Cash Receipt Form
Report Template: CRF -> the template excel document will be CRF.template.xls
Tick option show in function tree, so the form can be accessed via the function tree.

Step2. Open and design your form

Click Design button in the toolbar. You form will be opened in Excel. If CRF.template.xls does not
exists. Phoebus will create an empty file for you.
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When you finish designing the CRF. Select cells, in which end users w ill key in data. Right mouse click, select

Format Cells.

In the Format cells dialog. Unselect the Locked option.

Secondly, cells D18, D19, D20 are check-boxes. End users w ill click to select the receiving type. So we need to

add comments to those cells as in picture:

Cell J9 w ill contains a combo-box, which user w ill select a date from calendar. So we apply the comments: 

Step3. Mapping your CRF to data table

You can map you form to any data in Phoebus. For simplicity any form at least, must be mapped to Phoebus

Form Data table :
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So we assign the name fo cells as follows: 

D9 : Reference

C13: Description

J9: DocumentDate

J16: DocValue1

Well Done. Now launch the CRF from funtion tree:

Click button New, Cash Entry Form is ready. Fill-in the form and press Save.
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1.3 Use my form

When a new form is defined, you will see the short cut appear on the function tree in left.

Click to the tree node, the form list open and show all the form you have been submit so far. From here,
click action button to create a new, edit an existing or copy a form.
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Note that you will not see form, created by other users by default.

From time - to - time the number of form may be too big to monitor. That is when you need to set the
query to display only latest form , for example form within this month.

In order to do that, click the wand icon in the right side of the header, a query editor appears, allowing
you to change query criteria

Tips: you can easily reset to default query with a hidden command ZC
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2 Form Definition

FORM DEFINITION define how the form works, include:

+ The rendering method
+ Validation
+ Form parameters
+ Form Columns usage

Field Description

Doc Code Each form have a unique form code. This code is used to assign to a workflow or
used to call the form from anywhere in Phoebus with command phoebus://
PBSForm?id=DocCode. Where in this example DocCode=CRF

Description The form name

Parent Code When the form appears in the function tree in left. You can put them in a hierarchy,
so that user can locate the form easier. Parent Code  contains his children. You
can create a parent code without any template (explain below). It is use only as
container of its children forms.

Render
method

There are 2 render methods:

a. F - Form render. Faster and nicer look than spread render. Recommend to
use this method all the time

b. Blank - Spread render. Can render form as spreadsheet. Slow if there are
controls like lookup icon on them. Use this render method when user enter
data in a table and use arrow keys to navigate. 

with b. Option user have option to display table header or not
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Field Description

Data Access
Group

Set who will have access to the form

Permission Id Set who will have access to the form. Example: pbs.BO.LA.J --> If user doesn't
have access to Journal Entry, He/she also doesn't have access to this form.

Report
Template

Excel template, base on which the form content is built. Firstly Phoebus run report
with this template, the output is used as source for form rendering engine. 

Form Range Form render engine will read this range only. Content outside of this range will not
appear on the form.

If you let this field empty. Phoebus seachs for name range:  top_panel,
bottom_panel, left_panel, right_panel, main_panel
If panels found, they are used as docked panel in the output form

If no docking panel found, Phoebus read all cells and create a form for the active
sheet.

Validation
Range

Before saving the form. Phoebus will check if the form data is valid or not. This
range show errors if any in the form

The validation range must have 2 columns: 
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Field Description

The first column have 2 values: E or W. E is error, causing Phoebus to stop saving/
posting

Beside using validation rule. Phoebus form has one more data check, which
describe in Data Validation section below.

Visible Sheets Select which sheet will be rendered. This mode works only with spread rendering
method.

Parameter tab: Allows end user to select parameters be for launching a new form. In this example,
when user create a new cash receipt, Phoebus ask who are the client first, then render the form
base on the selected client. so designer has a change to show the client status or other useful
information on the form.

Columns Name: Each form may have different data assign to the form columns. Form examle with
CRF form, DocValue1 is Received Amount, while in invoice form this column may be assigned to
Invoice Value
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2.1 Form Actions

Form Actions allows users run a process to form. For example, post form data to a table, print form, put
form status. ....

Form actions are linked to buttons on the form action bar, or form list. We can assign the access
permission to a form action via Data Access Group or Operator Permission.

Form actions can be linked together, so when user run an action, its linked action will run also.
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Code Description

Doc Code the form where this action is working

Action Code The button name of the action. The button icon detected from this code.

Button cmd this is phoebus command,  it tell Phoebus what command to run and with
which parameters. The syntax is the same in dashboard designer.

Visible in Where this action is clicked. in side the form or from the list view of forms

Permission Id Set who will have access to the form. Example: pbs.BO.LA.J.Post --> If
user doesn't have permission to Past a Journal, He/she also doesn't have
access to this action.

Data Access Group Who will see the button of this action

Flag 1.. Flag 5 Status set to the form after this action is run

General syntax of an Action is :

phoebus://command?id=default_parameter&para1=value1&para2=value2 .....

You also can put cell range to the command text like 

phoebus://command?id=default_parameter&para1=[cell_name1]&para2=[cell_name2] .....

Where cell_name1. cell_name2 is an existing name of the excel template. Before running, Phoebus read
all [cell_name1], [cell_name2] ... and fill them to the command text. After that the final command text is
launched.
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2.1.1 Transfer In Reference Data

In order to transfer in reference data and user tables, the syntax below is used:

phoebus://Import?id=data_type&range=data_range&show=N

Import : tell phoebus to import reference data

data_type: inform Phoebus the target record you want to import. For example : pbs.BO.LA.CA ->
chart of accounts, pbs.BO.LA.NA -> name and address .... and so on. You can discover the list of
available data type with FLDA - Field security list or simply OP - operator permission, where all data
types are listed. Beside phoebus built-in data type, put the user table code as data_type to import
data into user table

data_range: Optional, Where to read data as source of importing. You should be familiar with the
data mapping, which is explained here .If range is not defined, default field mapping is used

show=N: Optional means the import go silently. It will tell you about the result when finished. if
show=Y the importing process displays in your screen for better control.

2.1.2 Import a Ledger Journal

In order to import a ledget journal, the syntax below is used:

phoebus://JI?range=data_range&show=N&post=y&rough=y&hold=y

JI : tell phoebus to import a journal 

data_range: Where to read data as source of importing. You should be familiar with the data
mapping, which is explained here . If range is not defined, default field mapping is used. 

show=N: means the import go silently. It will tell you about the result when finished. if show=Y the
importing process displays in your screen for better control.
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By default Phoebus post or post rough base on setting from LD - Ledger definition. If you want to
override the posting, choose one from 3 options:

post=Y
rough=Y
hold=Y

Important : option must in lower case. Post=Y or POST=Y does not work.

2.1.3 Import an Inventory Movement

In order to import a ledget journal, the syntax below is used:

phoebus://MI?range=data_range&show=N&hold=y

MI : tell phoebus to import a movement

data_range: Where to read data as source of importing. You should be familiar with the data
mapping, which is explained here . If range is not defined, default field mapping is used. 

show=N: means the import go silently. It will tell you about the result when finished. if show=Y the
importing process displays in your screen for better control.

By default Phoebus will post movement. If you want to override the posting, set hold=Y

Important : option must in lower case. Hold=Y or HOLD=Y does not work.
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2.1.4 Import Header-Detail data

Many data import are not flat as inventory or ledger file. For example Purchase Order or Sales Order,
they have header, which contains PO number, PO Date, Supplier, delivery address. PO detail contains
all ordered items with quantity, price ...

Syntax to import header-detail data is:

Syntax Description

Phoebus://POI?
header=header_group&detail=detail_group&show=N

Import purchase orders

Phoebus://SOI?
header=header_group&detail=detail_group&show=N

Import sales orders

Phoebus://PRHI?
header=header_group&detail=detail_group&show=N

Import Purchase
Requisition

Phoebus://RQHI?
header=header_group&detail=detail_group&show=N

Import quotation

Phoebus://ADHI?
header=header_group&detail=detail_group&show=N

Import Employee
Advance

Where header_group and detail_group is the prefixes of mapping ranges . In the example below,
header_group=H and detail_group=D.

The complete import command is : phoebus://POI?header=H&detail=D

Notes: 
i. Alternatively this command also works: phoebus://POI?range=H&detail=D
ii. If you import many PO in one single action (means there is more than one record in H mapping

set), both green and yellow range must have a join column. Otherwise Phoebus will show error:
"If you import many PO at the same time. A join column 'Join' must exists in
both header and detail tables". If you see this message, make sure the header return
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only one record or add mapping f__H.Join and f__D.Join to your work sheet

2.2 Form Validation

When user finish his data entry and save the form or post it or submit to workflow, Phoebus firstly check
if the form is valid or not.

The checking has 2 steps:

1. Data Validation with Excel
2. Business Rules

(Option 1 works only with the F rendering method)
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2.2.1 Excel Data Validation

This type of validation is setup with standard Excel Data Validation. Let's go through each type of
validation.

1. Whole Number, Decimal, Date, Time, Text Len works exactly like Excel do. When you setup the
input message, Phoebus form will display it when the data entered is not valid
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Error Alert tab:  

If  Show error alert after invalid data is entered is checked, Phoebus checks the data right away
after user move focus from the textbox, if data is not valid, Phoebus will not update the cell data with the
new one.

If  Show error alert after invalid data is entered is un-checked, Phoebus update the value first, then
check if data is valid. Highlight the textbox with error message.

Custom validation 

If the Formula return a true/false result then the return is validness.

Otherwise, if formula is a regex text or return a text then this text play a role of a Regular Expression,
which Phoebus check the input data against.

Regex checking does not work with Excel implementation. In other word, Phoebus will check data, but
when user exports the form to Excel and enter data with Excel, Excel rejects any value here.

Right before submitting/saving  the form, Phoebus checks the whole form and highlight textboxes with
invalid data in red text color
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Notes:   Phoebus process the data validation only inside the form range. All Excel cells outside of the
range is ignored.

2.2.2 Data must in the list

This requirement is very common, when you ask user enter a customer code, beside providing the
lookup button, you also need to make sure that user do not let the textbox empty or enter a wrong
vendor code

In order to setup this requirement, use the excel data validation as below

Select the cell where user should input a vendor code, click Data/Data Validation in Excel ribbon.
Validation criteria will be list, and the Source is the code of the list which contains vendor code. In the
example, Vendor code must be in the NA list.

Un check Ignore Blank option  to make sure user can not left the text box empty.
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The code of a list can be found here. They are used as lookup list as well.

2.2.3 Business Rules

When the Excel data validation is passed, Phoebus go to the second phase : Business Rules

All business rules are defined inside an area with the name range declared in text box Validation
Range of  PBF - Form Definition function. If validation range is empty, no business rule check.

Before saving the form. Phoebus will check if the form data is valid or not. This range show errors if any
in the form

The validation range must have 2 columns: 

The first column have 2 values: E or W. E is error, causing Phoebus to stop saving/posting. 
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In the example, if the received amount is bigger than Total Amount Due then the form data is not valid
like in the screen shot below:

If  there is no error, Phoebus will show warnings if any. 

In Debug mode, Phoebus always show the validation table 
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2.3 Setting form status with flags

In order to avoid perform an action more than one, when ever an action is completed, we need to set the
status for this document.

There are 5 Flags marker. Flag1..Flag5. Each of them hold one alphanumeric character. you can set any
character to flag.

Take a note that some marker below have special effect:

 _specialFlags = "^P|^C|^Y|^L"

1. If any of 5 flags is set to L (Locked), the form will be locked after setting. That means no more editing
to this form.

2. If any of 5 flags is set to P (Posted) or C (Closed) or Y (Yes) or L (Locked), the form will be closed
after setting. 

 

2.3.1 Lock your form

In order to prevent editing the form after posting, we need to lock the form.
There are 2 ways todo it

1. Set any flag to L

2. Run action phoebus://lock

A locked form have an locked icon attached to it.
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You can Unlock the form with hidden command ZU
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3 Design Form with Excel Template

Your form layout and content is rendered from one template file. You edit the template at design time.
Editing is easy because the template file is just a simple Excel file.

If you create a new Excel document, Excel allows using many templates, online of off-line. 

All you need is go to http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/templates/excel-templates-FX102828204.aspx

Type in the template you want to use. Select the one that fit you best. Download and add to Phoebus.
Easy.

The number of Excel template online is incredibly huge. They covers all the business need from a simple
claim from till a complicated Revenue forecasting

All of them is ready to use w ith Phoebus

3.1 General Principles

The principles are simple:

http://office.microsoft.com/en-us/templates/excel-templates-FX102828204.aspx
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Opening the form means open an Excel worksheet. This work sheet is protected, so user can only
edit unlocked cells.  When design your template, un-check the Locked options for cells which you
allows user to input data.

Use phoebus:// in cell's comment to assign the lookup list for a cell. The list of phoebus:// comments
is listed here

Phoebus link cells on Excel form with Database via mapping. Data mapping is simply naming cell with
the name of database column. Detail of data mapping is explained in more detail here
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3.2 Excel Template

If you search for "Excel Template" in the internet, I'm sure you will see a lot of beautiful, well designed
templates. When you create a new Excel document, you also can select one from a lot of available
templates online.

So why you have to fill in an ugly old fashion form designed a decade ago? everyday ?

The answer is beautiful Excel templates are not connected from the system. In other word, data you fill
in Excel goes nowhere until you send it out. 

Imagine all of your colleague use excel form, they send it as email attachment for everyday task? It
quickly become mess when data on your emails need to be aggregated into a reporting system. 

Phoebus connects your forms to the system.
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While designing a form you are allowed to insert:

 Any text to the cell

 Un-Locked cells is Text boxes, enable data entry

 Locked cells are text label. Hidden locked cells are system text labels. which change color base on
current theme

 Cell comments - mark cell as combo box/ check box or multioption

 Chart update on command refresh or when form redrawing.
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 Shapes

 Images - Insert your logo.

3.3 Data Type

It is important that the form must help users enter data easily. 

For example when enter date, user may enter: T , system must interpret as today date. +1 is tomorrow,
-1 is yesterday, any number between 1-31 as day of the current month.

Other example is period data type and time data type.

This can be setup automatically with Excel format string. Phoebus determine the data type of the cell
base on the format string with the logic belows:

1. Time : if the format string contains hh or ss , the data is time. Regex hh|ss

2. Period : if the format string contains mmm/yyyy,  or mm/yyyy or mmm-yyyy or mm-yyyy or

mmm.yyyy or mm.yyyy , then the data type is Period . Regex yyyy\\[\-,\.,\/][Mm]*mm$|^[Mm]*mm\
\[\-,\.,\/]yyyy

3. Date : if data is not time, is not period and have string dd or mm or yy in the format string, then

the data type is date. Regex dd|yy|mm

4. Number: if format string contains \#|\0|\% (number or percent), then the data type is number.

If Phoebus can detect the data type, at entry screen, it can guess the inputting data better.

Date entries: T, -n, +n where n is number, LM, any number, 13 4 or 13/4 or 13.4  .... = 13 April, 13 as 13
th current month
Period entries: T,C, -n, +n where n is number, any number 1..12 
Time entries :N, 3 50 or 3:50 or 3.50 =3:50 
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3.4 Data Lookup

Data lookup is another feature that allows user to popup a dialog, select a record instead of enter the
code manually

Phoebus enable lookup for any textbox base on the cell comments phoebus://lookup_code where
lookup_code is the code of the source list in Phoebus

In the example, user can press F5 or click the icon in order to select a code from the related pop-up :
Calendar and Name and Address list
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Display both lookup code and description

If you want to show both code and description, then you have 2 options:

1. In description cell B9 enter the lookup  formula. Ex: =Slookup("NA",B8). When the code is entered in
B8, B9 will be calculated and show the related description

2. In cell B9 enter the comment: phoebus://lookup?id=lookup_code

Select many codes to one textbox

Use the comment: phoebus://lookupset?id=lookup_code
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Available lookup_code:

1. Any analysis code A0-A9, T0..T9 ... defined with function ND- Analysis Definition

2. Any Lookup category defined with function CAT - Lookup Category

Phoebus Built-in List: 

Code Description
 AB AssetBudget 
 ABBR Abbreviation 
 AD AssetDetail 
 ADH Advance 
 AFE AFE 
 Allocation Allocation 
 ALW Allowance 
 AR AssetCode 
 ART AssetTemplate 
 AT AccountType 
 BAR BarCodeProfile 
 BD BudgetDef 
 BIV BudgetValue 
 BK BankDetails 
 BOM BOM 
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 CA ChartOfAccounts 
 Calendar Calendar 
 CAT Category 
 CDD Candidate 
 CER Certificate 
 CL Client 
 CLS BOClass 
 CN Conversion 
 CNT Contacts 
 CTR Contracts 
 CV ConvPeriodRate 
 DA DAG 
 DB Database 
 DBL DashboardLink 
 DC ConvDailyRate 
 DDB Dashboard 
 DOC Document 
 DOL DocLink 
 EAH EmplAppraisal 
 EAS EmplAsset 
 ECV EmplCV 
 EEV EmplEvent 
 EHR EmplHealth 
 ELC EmployeeContract 
 EMP Employee 
 EPH EventProcessing 
 EQU Equipment 
 EquStatus EquipmentStatus 
 ESN EmplSocial 
 EVT EventType 
 FCA EFC_Adj 
 FCV ForecastValue 
 IB ItemBalance 
 ID ItemDesc 
 IR ItemCode 
 IRT ItemTemplate 
 ITS ItemSupplier 
 ITV Interview 
 JD JrnalType 
 JDAA JrnalType4AA 
 JDJE JrnalType4JE 
 JP JrnalPreset 
 JPL JrnalPresetLine 
 LayoutType RDLayout 
 LI LedgerInterface 
 LIMODULE LI_SourceType 
LO Inventory Location
LOC Maintenance Location
 MCD MailComposerDef 
 MCT MailTemplate 
 MD MvmntDef 
 MDD MovDesc 
 MSH Milestones_Header 
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 MST Milestones 
 NA NameAddress 
 NC AnalCode 
 ND AnalysisDefinition 
 NDA A_Categories 
 NDC C_Categories 
 NDD D_Categories 
 NDF F_Categories 
 NDI I_Categories 
 NDM M_Categories 
 NDQ Q_Categories 
 NDR R_Categories 
 NDT T_Categories 
 OD OperatorDefinition 
 OG OperatorGroup 
 OP OperatorPermission 
 PaymtTerms PaymtTerms 
 PBD PriceBookDef 
 PBF FormDesign 
 PCD PhysicalCountDefinition 
 PD PurchDef 
 PEH MaintenanceEventProcessing 
 Period Period 
 PEVT RE_EventType 
 PRH PRHeader 
 PRO Properties 
 PTD PaymentTermDefinition 
 PTI PaymentTermInstallments 
 QD QueryDef 
 RD ReportDef 
 RefStatus RefStatus 
 REJD JrnalType_RE 
 REJP RE_JrnalPreset 
 RQH RequestForQuotation 
 RTP RoomType 
 SD SalesDef 
 SDD ESRTemplate 
 SN SequenceNumber 
 SOH SalesTxn 
 SR SpreadRatio 
 TBD TableDefinition 
 TMD TransManDef 
 TMR TransManRatio 
 TPH TSPresetHeader 
 UC UnitCode 
 UTD UserTableDef 
 WBI WBI 
 WBS_BI WBS_ Budget item
 WBS_NBI WBS_ non budget item
 WBS_STAT WBS_ status
 WHD WorkFlowHeader 
 WLO WorkingLocation 
 WO WorkOrder 
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 WOT WOrderType 

Phoebus system lookup types

Code Description

 MARKET  Public Const Market  

 PRICE_TYPE PriceType  

 PRO_TYPE PropertyType  

 PRO_LOC PropertyLocation  

 PRO_STATUS PropertyStatus  

 PRO_AGE PropertyAge  

 SALE_METH SaleMethod  

 BRANCH Branch  

 FEATURES Features  

 INCLUSIONS Inclusions  

 SERVICES Services  

 REJECT_COD RejectCode  

 UNIT_CODE UnitCode  

 NATIONAL National  

 LOC_TYPE LocationType  

 LOC_STATUS LocationStatus  

 EV_CL_TYPE EventClosingType  

 CONT_TYPE ContactType  

 PAY_METHOD PayMethod  

 VAT_RATE VatRate  

 WF_TAGS WFTags  

 WBS_STAT WBSStatus  

3.5 ComboBox

In order to insert a combobox to a Phoebus form, use cell comments: phoebus://combo?
lookup_range

Where lookup_range is a name range, which cover a list of the combo box

The return value is the code, not the text, shown in the combo box.

Notes: combo box is slow, avoid inserting many combo in the form. Avoid using combo box when the list
is a long list.

Phoebus determine the lookup with 2 method
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1. PhoebusXL Tag: 

Firstly, it search for the cell right upper of the lookup range. If this cell contains the PhoebusXL tag in its
comments, Phoebus consider the list below is the result of the PhoebusXL tag. So the comment is used
as lookup items.
You can take advantage of this logic, defining PhoebusXL tag with parameters. The outcome is that the
combo has a list of items, which changes base on other control in its parent form.

Example you can setup 2 combo boxes. In the first one, user picks a city. In the second one, user
selects code from only clients, location of which is the selected city.

2. Read Excel Range: 

If there is no PhoebusXL tag found, Phoebus just read the name range and build a lookup list for the
combo box. The first column is Code, the second is Description. Header of the range is ignored.

3.6 Check Box

In order to insert a combobox to a Phoebus form, use cell comments: phoebus://checkbox
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Checked = Y
Unchecked=N or empty

One of use case of  the check boxes is picking items for further processing. 

3.7 MultiOption

In order to insert a combobox to a Phoebus form, use cell comments: phoebus://multioption?
lookup_range

Where lookup_range is a name range, which cover a list of the options

The return value is the code, not the text, shown in the multi-option .
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3.8 Link to other command

In order to insert a command (link) to a Phoebus function, use cell comments: phoebus://
your_command?id=default&link=

Where 
your_command : the command you want to launch like DDB, CA,NA, JQ ....

button= : A button will be inserted to the form, when user click the button, your_command executes

link= : A link will be inserted to the form, when user click the link, your_command executes

Only one of link or button is valid, if both of them exist, Phoebus ignores link=

id=default : the record id in case you want to open a record after function is opened. Ex: phoebus://JQ?
id=103 will run journal inquiry and open journal No 103

any text in the argument which are boxed  between "[" and "]" is variable. In the picture below id = value
of range "EmplCode" which is = 952 - Huynh Phi Long at run time

icon=CA : The link will has an icon attached. CA is the icon Short cut.

You also can add other parameters like : window=1, refresh=Y ..... as other link definition with
dashboard design.
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At run-time, the link open NA function and open record 952, which we select before in field Cash
Received From

3.9 Data Mapping

Data mapping is a technique to define how data from an excel spread sheet will be write to a business
object.

Phoebus uses data mapping to understand how to write data from a form to database. 

Mapping is easy, you just need to select the cell and give the name to it. The name should match the
destination data column or field of business object.

When Phoebus read this excel file, it understand that value C0001 in cell C5 must be written to field
ADD_CODE of the address record.

Because in your excel file there may be a lot of name. We need to put the prefix to our mapping to
distinguish them from the other name ranges. There are 2 types of prefix:
1. d__FieldName : d stand for driver code. There should be at least one d__ range
2. f__FieldName : f stand for field.
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Exception: when you map you form to the form list. the prefix is not required.

It's not necessary that each field must be mapped to one cell. A field may be mapped to a range of cells
as in example below:
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3.10 Template Storage

Enter topic text here.

3.11 Phoebus Comments

No Syntax Purpose
1 phoebus://CA Lookup to Chart of Account
2 phoebus://NA Lookup to Name and Address
3 phoebus://IR Lookup to Item Records
4 phoebus://CL Lookup to Client List
5 phoebus://T0..phoebus://T9 Lookup to Analysis Codes T,M,C,F,I,A,B
6 phoebus://CN Lookup to Currency List
7 phoebus://Period Lookup to Period. Return 2012001
8 phoebus://Month Lookup to Month. Return 2012-001
9 phoebus://Calendar Lookup to calendar. Return yyyy-MM-dd



Part

IV
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4 Dynamic Forms

Enter topic text here.

4.1 Data Band

Your entry form is dynamic. It's content doesn't fix. For example, when you create a new Good Receipt
Form, Phoebus doesn't create an empty form. Instead, Phoebus ask you the PO, against which the new
GRN created for. When you select the PO, GRN have all details of your PO. You only need to input the
receiving quantity.

It works the same way as the reporting does. You design the GRN form the same way as designing the
reporting form.

In order to present data to the form, you need a data band.

Named Ranges

While Tags allow you to replace complex expressions inside a sheet, with them alone we can only
make “Fill in the blanks” type reports. That is, reports that are static, like a form, and where cells with
tags will be replaced with their corresponding values.

Now we are going to introduce the concept of “Data Band” A Band is just a range of cells that is
repeated for each record of a table. Imagine that you define a Band on the cell range A1:C1, and
associate it with the table “Customer”. Then, on cells A1:C1 you will have the first customer, on cells
A2:C2 the second and so on. All cells that were previously on A2:C2 will be moved down after the last
record of the dataset.

If table customer has six registers, you will get something like:

Template:

Generated form/report:
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On Phoebus we use Named Ranges to indicate the bands. If you are not used to Excel

Named Ranges, take some time to familiarize with them, as they are one of the things that

confuses most people starting with Phoebus. Different from tags, that you can immediately

see when you open a workbook, named ranges are a little more hidden.

To create a Band on A1:C1, we would go to Menu->Insert->Name->Define.

Or in Excel 2007, go to the “Formulas” tab, then choose “Name Manager”:

Once there, we can define a Band __Customer__ on cells A1:C1. And once the name is

defined, we can easily see it on the Names combo: 

Note the “__” at the beginning and at the end of the range name. We use this to indicate

FlexCel that this is a horizontal range that inserts full rows down.

The rest of the name (“Customer”) should be the name of an existing datatable, or a custom

table defined on the config sheet. 
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Range Types

You can define four different kinds of bands on FlexCel:

 “__” Range: 

This range moves down and inserts full rows.

“_”  Range: 

This range is similar to “__” but cells outside of the range won't move down.

“II_” Range: 

This range moves to the right and inserts full columns.

“X” ranges:  

One issue that might appear when defining named ranges is how formulas on other ranges

change when inserting the new cells.

Let's imagine we want to make a simple report on a list of items and their prices.

So, we create a new template, define a title row, and insert a named range on A2:B2 to

propagate the data. But we also want to know all the total cost of all items, so we add a

formula on B3:
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It  will  behave  exactly  the  same  as  a  normal  range,  but  once  it  is expanded it will

erase the last row (or column if it is a column range)

When you run this report, rows will be inserted between row 2 and 3, but the formula Sum(B2:

B2) won't change. Nothing has been inserted between B2 and B2, so the sum range will

remain constant.

Fixed Bands

By default, Phoebus will always insert cells when expanding ranges, and this is what you

would normally want. If you have a template:

A1:Title

A2:<#data>

A3:Footer

You would expect that the generated report will have the Footer for example on cell A33 (if

we had 30 data records), but not on A3.

But there is a situation where this is not what you expect, and this is on Fixed Form reports.

Let's imagine that you want to fill out a form with Phoebus. Most fields will be just simple

expressions, not related to datasets, but we might have a table too:
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Here, no matter if the dataset has 1 record, two or 10 (it should not have more than 10) you

want the “Total” line to be at row 30. You cannot do this with normal ranges, since you

would be inserting rows. For this you can define a “__SALE__FIXED” named range, which will

not insert any records.

Fixed “N” Bands

Sometimes, you might want the records to overwrite the first n cells (like in a “fixed” band),

but after those rows are overwritten, insert the rest of the records (like in a normal report).

You can get this by using a “FixedN” range, where “N” is the number of rows or columns you

want fixed. For example “__SALE__FIXED10__” will overwrite the first 10 rows, and insert

(data.RecordCount – 10) rows for the rest.

4.2 Phoebus Tags

A tag is a data description you put on your form. When the form is run. Phoebus replace the tag with the

actual value from database.

Using this method, our form is not fix, it alive and dynamically changes, depend on the input parameter.

A tag is text that you write in a cell and that will be replaced by a different value on the generated report.

All tags are on the form <#TagName> when they don't have any parameters, and <#TagName

(param1;param2...)> when they have parameters. Notice that the parameter separator is “;” not “,” as it
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is on expressions.

Tags are case insensitive, so you can write <#tag>, <#TAG> or <#Tag> as you prefer. The convention

we usually use is all lowercase, but it is up to you.

You can write multiple tags on the same place, and the result will be the concatenated string. You may

also apply different format to different tags. For example, writing “<#value1> and <#value2>” inside a

cell will be replaced by something similar to “1 and 2”

Tags will be replaced on Cells, Comments, Sheet names, Images, Hyperlinks, AutoShapes, Headers

and Footers. 

Tag Reference:

The complete list of tags you can use and their descriptions is on the file PhoebusReportTags.xls.

Evaluating Expressions

Expressions can be used inside <#If> and <#Evaluate> tags. They behave like standard Excel

formulas, and you can use any formula that FlexCel can calculate. But, different from formulas, you can

also enter tags inside expressions.

For example, you could write: <#Evaluate(A1+Min(A2,<#Value>))>

Note that the parameter separator on Expressions is “,” , not “;” as it is on tags. This is to keep it

syntactically compatible with Excel.

The supported list of things you can write inside an expression is detailed on the following table:

Expression

Tags Syntax: 

<#Tag> 

Description:

You can enter any tag inside an expression, and it will be evaluated. The

tag might contain nested expressions too.

Example:

1+<#Value> will return the report variable “Value” plus 1.

References Syntax:

A1, $A1, Sheet1!A2, A1:A2, Sheet1:Sheet2!A1:B20, etc 

Description:

Standard Excel cell references. You can use relative and absolute

references too.

Example:

A1+A2 will return the sum of what is on cell A1 and A2. As the references

are not absolute, when copied down this expression will refer to A3, A4,
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etc.

Parenthesis Syntax:

()

Description:

Changes operator precedence. Standard operator precedence on

expressions is the same as in Excel, that is “1+2*3” = 1+(2*3)=7 and not

(1+2)*3=9

Example:

(1+2)*3 2̂ will be evaluated different than 1+2*3 2̂

Arithmetic

Operators

Syntax:

+, -, *, /, %,  ̂(power)

Description:

Standard arithmetic operators. 

Example:

1+2*3 2̂ will evaluate to 19

5% will evaluate to 0.05 

Equality

Operators

Syntax:

<, >, =, >=, <=, <>

Description:

Standard equality operators.

Example:

1>=2 will evaluate to false.

Functions You can use any formula function that FlexCel can recalculate inside an

expression. For a list of supported functions, take a look at

SupportedFunctions.xls

Phoebus Tag List
Constant

Syntax:
-

Description:
Any text that is not inside <#... > symbols.

Example:
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On the string “<#tag1>Hello<#tag2>” “Hello” is a constant.

Report Variable*
Syntax:

<#Value>

or

<#Value;default>

Description:
A variable set in code before running the report. You can specify a default value (second syntax)
that will be used if the variable does not exist. If no default value is provided and the variable does
not exist, an exception will be raised.

Example:
If you have a line of code “FlexCelReport.SetValue(“Date”,DateTime.Now) before
FlexCelReport.Run, the tag <#Date> will be replaced by the current date. If you have <#Date> in
the template but do not do the SetValue command, a runtime error will happen.

If you write <#Date;No date supplied> in the template, this tag will be replaced with the date if you
set it on code with SetValue, or with the string "No date supplied" if not. There will never be a
runtime error.

*Report Variables, User defined Expressions and User defined Functions use the same syntax, so
it is impossible to differentiate between them. If you define a Report Variable with the same name
as a User defined Expression and/or User defined function, they will be used on the following order:
1) User defined Expression. 2) Report Variable. 3)User defined function. 

User Defined Expression*
Syntax:

<#Expr> or <#Expr(param1;param2...)>

Description:
Text on the Column “User defined Expressions” on the config sheet. When using parameters, you
can use the <#param1> name inside the expression definition.

Example:
If you define an Expression “CompleteName” = <#LastName>, <#FirstName> on the config sheet,
the tag <#CompleteName> will be replaced by the expression.

*Report Variables, User defined Expressions and User defined Functions use the same syntax, so
it is impossible to differentiate between them. If you define a Report Variable with the same name
as a User defined Expression and/or User defined function, they will be used on the following order:
1) User defined Expression. 2) Report Variable. 3)User defined function. 

User Defined Function*
Syntax:

<#UDF> or <#UDF(param1;param2;...)>

Description:
An user defined function on the code. See the User Defined demo for details.

Example:
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If you define a function “Proper(name)” on the report code, <#Proper(test)> on the template will be
replaced by the function.

*Report Variables, User defined Expressions and User defined Functions use the same syntax, so
it is impossible to differentiate between them. If you define a Report Variable with the same name
as a User defined Expression and/or User defined function, they will be used on the following order:
1) User defined Expression. 2) Report Variable. 3)User defined function. 

Data
set

Syntax:
<#DataSet.Field>

or

<#DataSet.Field;default>

Description:
The value of “Field” on the current row of “Dataset”. If a default value is provided, it will be used when
the field does not exist in the table or the table does not exits. You will normally want to provide
default values when using metatemplates, together with the defined and preprocess tag. If you do
not provide a default value and the field does not exist, a runtime error will happen.

There are two defined “pseudocolumns” that you can use on any dataset:

1) <#DataSet.#RowCount> will return the number of rows on a dataset.

2) <#DataSet.#RowPos> will return the current position on the dataset (first record is 0).

Example:
If you have a table "Customers" with a column named "LastName", <#Customers.LastName> will
replace the value on the report.

<#if(<#Customers.#RowCount> = 0;<#delete row>;)> will delete a row if the dataset has no
records. You can use it to delete the detail captions on master detail reports when the master has
no details. 

<#Customers.LastName;No customer> will enter the value of the field LastName if such field exists
in the database, or the string "No customer" otherwise.  <#Customers.LastName;>will enter a null
value if the field LastName does not exist.

Full Dataset
Syntax:

<#Dataset.*>

Description:
The whole current row of the dataset. Cells to the right will be overwritten.
You can write other <#Dataset.*> and <#Dataset.**> tags inside the same cell, and they will have
the value of the first one.

NOTE: It is reccomended that you don't use <#column width(autofit)> in a <#Dataset.*> tag, since
the <#autofit> tag will be copied to every row and applied for every one. If you want to use it, it is
best to put the autofit tag in the Full dataset captions tag (<#Dataset.**>)

Example:
If the cell A1=”<#DataSet.*>, after the report column A will have the first column of dataset, Column
B the second column,etc. Any text previously on Column B will be overwritten.
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If you write "<#DataSet.*> <#if(<#DataSet.**>="Date";<#Format Cell(blue)>;>) in a cell, all columns
written will have autofit, and when the column is named "Date" it will be formatted in blue

Full Dataset Captions
Syntax:

<#DataSet.**>

Description:
The whole row of column captions for a dataset. You normally use this tag before a <#dataset.*>
and outside any named range.

Example:
If you write <#Dataset.**> on cell A1, cell A1 will have the first column name on dataset, B1, the
second, etc. Text previously on B1 will be overwritten.

If you write "<#Dataset.**> <#ColumnWidth(autofit)>"  in a cell, it will autofit all the columns in the
range

DbValue
Syntax:

<#dbvalue(table;row expression; column expression)>

or

<#dbvalue(table;row expression; column expression; default value)>

Parameters:
table: Datatable with the data, without quotes

row expression: An excel expression (any valid excel formula that can include other <#tags>) that
must return a number. This number is the record you want to retrieve. (starting at record 0)

column expression: An excel expression (any valid excel formula that can include other <#tags>)
that must return a number or a string. If a number, this means the position of the column in the
datatable (with the first column being column 0). If a string, this is the name of a column in the
table. Note: As this is an expression, not a string, if you want to enter a constant string here (like
"customer") it must be between double quotes. The expression ="customer" with quotes evaluates
to customer (without quotes). If you write just customer, it will be an invalid expression.

default value: A default value that will be used if the row or column doesn't exist. If you don't specify
a default value and try to access an invalid row or column, an exception will be thrown.

Description:
Returns any value of a table, letting you specify the record and column for the value. Note: This is
an advanced tag, and you most likely don't want to use it. The most common application for it is
when you want to do something depending on the value of the previous record (For example merge
the cell if the value is the same as previous). Don't use it as a general tool. <#db.field> tags,
ranges and aggregates should be enough for most needs, and they are a much cleaner and
"functional" abstraction.

Examples:
<#dbvalue(customers;<#customers.#rowpos> - 1;"customerId";)> will return the value of the
previous value in customers.customerid.  Note that "CustomerId" is in quotes as it should be an
expression that returns a string, not a string. Also note that we defined an empty default value, so
no exception is thrown when we are at the beginning of the table.
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<#if(<#dbvalue(customers;<#customers.#rowpos> - 1;"customerId";)> = <#dbvalue(customers;
<#customers.#rowpos>;"customerId";)>;<#Merge range(a3:a4)>;<#customers.name>)>   will
merge the cell if the value is the same as the previous one, or write the new value is values are the
same.

Aggregate
Syntax:

<#aggregate(agg function; dataset name and column)>

or

<#aggregate(agg function; dataset name; agg expression; filter)>

Parameters:
agg function: It might be SUM for adding the values, AVG for finding the average, MAX to find the
maximum value and MIN to find the minimum value.

dataset name (and column): Name of the dataset in which we want to aggregate the values. Note
that this dataset doesn't need to be inside any named range, since we will use all of its records
anyway. If "agg expression" is present, you don't need to include the column name, as the columns
to aggregate will be taken from the expression. If not present, you need to include the column in
which you want to aggregate.

agg expression: This parameter is optional. An expression that will be applied to every record in
the dataset.(any excel function is valid here, and you can use any combination of Excel functions)
Null values will be ignored, but will count to the total records when calculating the average. If not
present, the values of the column specified in "dataset name and column" will be used 

filter: This parameter is optional. If present, it should be an expression that returns true or false.
Again, any excel formula is valid here. Only those records where the filter value is true will be used
in the aggregate. When calculating the average, filtered records will not be used in the count.

Description:
Aggregates a dataset and returns an unique value for all its records. You can use this tag to find for
example the sum on a column in a dataset. Note that this tag can have bad performance, as
you need to load all data in memory in order to calculate the aggregate. If possible, it is
prefered to do the aggregate directly in the database, for example using a "Group by" clause in the
select SQL. This tag can be of use when you can't modify the datasets and you already have the
data loaded, so you need to do the aggregation from the template.

Examples:
<#Aggregate(sum;orders.orderid)> will sum all the values in the column order id of the table orders

<#Aggregate(avg;orders;<#orders.quantity>*<#orders.orderprice>)> will calculate the average of the
quantity multiplied by the order price in table orders

<#Aggregate(min;orders;<#orders.tag>;<#orders.tag>> 0)> will calculate the minimum tag in orders
that is bigger than 0

Li
st

Syntax:
<#List(dataset name and column)>

or

<#List(dataset name; list separator; agg expression; filter)>

Parameters:
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dataset name (and column): Name of the dataset in which we want to get the values as a list. Note
that this dataset doesn't need to be inside any named range, since we will use all of its records
anyway. If "agg expression" is present, you don't need to include the column name, as the columns
to aggregate will be taken from the expression. If not present, you need to include the column in
which you want to aggregate.

list separator: This parameter is optional. If not present it will default to a single space. This is the
character that will separate the elements in the list. Note that if you want to us a semicolon here (;)
you will have to write it in quotes (";") so it is not considered a parameter separator 

agg expression: This parameter is optional. An expression that will be applied to every record in
the dataset.(any excel function is valid here, and you can use any combination of Excel functions)
Null values will be ignored and not added to the list. If not present, the values of the column
specified in "dataset name and column" will be used 

filter: This parameter is optional. If present, it should be an expression that returns true or false.
Again, any excel formula is valid here. Only those records where the filter value is true will be used
in the aggregate.

Description:
Returns a string with all the values of a table one after the other, and separated by a delimiter. If
the table has only one record, you can use <#List(table.field)> to get the value of the only
record without having to define any "__table__ named range.

Examples:
<#List(Employees.Lastname)> will return a string like "Smith Brown Perez".  As we didn't specify a
separator, a single space will be used. If you know Employees has only one record, you could have
used this to avoid defining a "__employees__" named range.

<#list(employees.lastname;, )> will return a string like "Smith, Brown, Perez". 

<#list(employees;"; "; <#employees.firstname> & " " & <#employees.lastname>)> will return a
string like "John Smith; Carl Brown; Jorge Perez".  Note that as we wanted to use ";" as list
separator, we had to write it inside quotes.

If
Syntax:

<#if(Condition; IfTrue; IfFalse)>

Description:
A conditional statement. When “condition” is true, “IfTrue” expression will be evaluated, if not
“IfFalse” will. For a description of the “Condition” format, see “Evaluating Expressions”

Example:
<if(<#value>=1;One;Not One)> will write “One” if the report variable “Value” is 1, and “Not One” if
not.

Evaluate
Syntax:

<#evaluate(expression)>

Parameters:
expression: An expression to evaluate. For a list of possible expressions, see the section
“Evaluating Expressions”. 

Description:
This tag will evaluate an expression and output the final result. You can see it as a “static” formula.
Different than <#=()> tag, expression will be evaluated each time a value is needed, so you can
have relative addresses.
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Example:
<#evaluate(A1+$A$2*2 & left(a3,2))> will output a string consisting on A1+A2*2 concatenated with
the 2 first characters of a3.

Equ
al

Syntax:
<#=(“Cell”)>

Description:
Replaces the tag with the referred cell content. “Cell” might be a reference to another sheet.

Note that “Cell” will be evaluated at compile time, so it won't change when you copy the range. (It
behaves always as an absolute reference, on the style $A$1). If you want to have a cell reference
that is dynamically evaluated at fill time, use <evaluate(“Cell”)> tag.

Note: Almost the only place where this tag makes sense is on sheet names. For other expressions
it is better to define an expression on the config sheet and use it instead of a cell reference. When
using a sheet name you can not always know which one is the config sheet, so it is not safe to use
expressions, and you need the “=” tag.

Example:
If you name a sheet <#=(Sheet2!A1)> the sheet name will be replaced by whatever you write on cell
A1 on Sheet2. On cells, define a named expression on the config sheet and use it instead of this
tag.

Inclu
de

Syntax:
<include(file; named range; shift type)>

<include(file; named range; shift type;static/dynamic)>

<include(file; named range; shift type;static/dynamic;CopyRowsOrCols)>

Parameters:
file: Filename to include. The path is relative to where the current template is. If you are inserting
from a stream (for example from a database) you need to assign the GetInclude event. See
Templates On The Exe demo for more info.

named range: Named range on the included file that determines which cells will be included. 

shift type: How the existing cells will be shifted to insert the new ones. There are four possibilities:
“__”, “_”, “I_” and “II_”, to move existing cells the full row down, only down, full column right and only
right respectively.

static/dynamic: This can be the string "Dynamic" or "Static" (without quotes), or omitted, in which
case it is assumed to be "Dynamic".  Dynamic includes will run inside the main report when
inserted; this is the normal behavior. Static includes will just insert the child file inside the main
report without running it. Static can be used if you want to include a previously generated report, to
make sure FlexCel does not try to run it again.
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CopyRowsOrCols: this parameter can be "R", "C" or "RC" (without quotes). By default, included
reports will get the column widths and row heights of the parent report (unless you are inserting a
full column or row). If you specify "R" here, row heights and format from the included report will be
copied to the parent, modifying the parent rows. If you specify "C", column widths will be copied,
modifying the parent columns. If you specify "RC", both columns and rows will be copied.

Description:
Includes a sub report inside the current one. An included file can include other files itself. The
subreport is precompiled and runs on its own sandbox, so it cannot access cells on the parent. For
example, a <#delete range> tag will never erase something outside the include. 

The subreport does have access to all report variables, expressions and user defined functions of
the parents, as it has to the parent databases.

Example:
On the following include, cells will be moved the whole row down.

The generated file will be: 

Note how cells C2 and D2 are overwritten on the final report. As a general rule, do not write
anything at the right of the file being included, except if you know for sure the include won't
overwrite the cells. When inserting columns (II_ and I_ ) cells on the same column as the include
will be overwritten.

Configuration Sheet
Syntax:

<#config>

Description:
This tag will identify the current sheet as the configuration sheet. It will only have effect when written
on a sheet name.

Example:
Just name the sheet <#config> 

You can also conditionally define a sheet as the configuration sheet. If you write <#if(<#value>=1;
<#delete sheet>;<#config>)> as the name of one sheet and <#if(<#value><>1;<#delete sheet>;
<#config>)> as the name of another, the configuration sheet will be the first or the second one
depending on the value of <#value>.
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Delete Range
Syntax:

<#delete range(range address; shift type>

Parameters:
range address: The range of the cells to delete. This might be a string like "A1:B5" or a named
range like "myrange"

Note: Whenever possible, use named ranges instead of strings in the range definitions. If you
define a named range "myrange" in cells A2:A3 and use it as a parameter for this tag, when you
insert a row in A1 the range will move to A3:A4. If you had written the string "A2:A3" as the
parameter for this tag, it will still point to A2:A3 after inserting the row.

shift type: How the existing cells will be shifted when deleting. There are four possibilities: “__”, “_”,
“I_” and “II_”, to move existing cells the full row up, only up, full column left and only left
respectively.

Description:
Use it to delete a range of cells. The range will be deleted after all the cells on the band have been
replaced.

Example:
<#if(<#value>=1;<#delete range(a1:a5;__)>;)> will delete the first five rows on the band when
<#value>=1 and shift rows up.

<#if(<#value>=1;<#delete range(myrange;I__)>;)> will delete the named range "myrange" when
<#value>=1 and shift columns ot the left.

Delete Row
Syntax:

<#delete row>

or

<#delete row(full)>

<#delete row(relative)>

Parameters:
no parameters: When called with no parameters, the full row will be deleted.

full: This is the same as calling it without parameters, the full row will be deleted

relative: Only the cells inside the range being processed will be deleted, not the full row. Use this
call if for example you have 2 side by side reports, and wish to delete the row in one of the reports
but not in the other. Older FlexCel versions used this mode by default

Description:
Use it to delete the current row. If you are a FlexCel 2.x user, note that <#delete row> behaves
different than the old ...delete row... Now <#delete row> is processed at the same time as the
ranges, so you can't use it to expand ranges. Use “X” ranges instead.

Example:
<#if(<#value>=””;<#delete row>;)> will delete the current row when value is empty.

Delete Column
Syntax:

<#delete col>

Parameters:
no parameters: When called with no parameters, the full column will be deleted.

full: This is the same as calling it without parameters, the full column will be deleted
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relative: Only the cells inside the range being processed will be deleted, not the full column. Use
this call if for example you have 2 reports one above the other, and wish to delete the column in one
of the reports but not in the other. Older FlexCel versions used this mode by default

Description:
Use it to delete the current column.

Example:
<#if(<#value>=””;<#delete col>;)> will delete the current column when value is empty.

Delete Sheet
Syntax:

<#delete sheet>

Description:
This tag will delete the current sheet. It will only have effect when written on a sheet name.

Example:
If you write <#if(<#value>=1;<#delete sheet>;Food)> as the name of a sheet, this sheet will have
the name “Food” when the report variable “value” is not one, and will be deleted when “value”=1

Note that as them maximum sheet name size is 31 characters, you will probably need to write the
expression including the <#delete sheet> tag on the config sheet, and name the sheet as <#=
(<#Config>!A1)> or similar, as shown in the picture:

Format Cell
Syntax:

<#format cell(format name)>

Parameters:
format name: The name of a format defined on the config sheet. 

Description:
Use it to format a cell with a defined format. You define all format settings (fonts, borders, patterns,
etc) on the config sheet, and then you can freely use them. Note that you can define "partial
formats" that will only apply part of the format. (for example the cell background, but keeping the
font of the destination cell). Look at the End user Guide for more information on partial formats

Example:
<#if(mod(row(a1),2)=0;<#format cell(Yellow)>;)> will format the cell as yellow for odd rows.
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You need to define a “Yellow” format on the config sheet:

Format Row
Syntax:

<#format row(format name)>

Parameters:
format name: The name of a format defined on the config sheet. 

Description:
Use it to format the current row with a defined format. Note that the order on that the <#format>
tags will be applied is: 

1) format row / format col

2) format range

3) format cells

So, if you format row 1 as “Red”, and cell A1 as “Blue”, the cell format will have priority over the row
format and A1 will be Blue. B1:IV1 will be Red.

Example:
<#format row(blue)> will format the current row with the user defined format “blue”.

Format Column
Syntax:

<#format column(format name)>

Parameters:
format name: The name of a format defined on the config sheet. 

Description:
Use it to format the current column with a defined format. Note that the order on that the <#format>
tags will be applied is: 

1) format row / format column

2) format range

3) format cells

So, if you format column A as “Red”, and cell A1 as “Blue”, the cell format will have priority over the
column format and A1 will be Blue. A2:A65536 will be Red.

Example:
<#format column(blue)> will format the current column with the user defined format “blue”.

Format Range
Syntax:
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<#format range(range address; format name)>

Parameters:
range address: The range of the cells to format. This might be a string like "A1:B5" or a named
range like "myrange"

Note: Whenever possible, use named ranges instead of strings in the range definitions. If you
define a named range "myrange" in cells A2:A3 and use it as a parameter for this tag, when you
insert a row in A1 the range will move to A3:A4. If you had written the string "A2:A3" as the
parameter for this tag, it will still point to A2:A3 after inserting the row.

format name: The name of a format defined on the config sheet. 

Description:
Use it to format a range of cells with a defined format. Note that the order on that the <#format>
tags will be applied is: 

1) format row / format col

2) format range

3) format cells

So, if you format range A1:B2 as “Red”, and cell A1 as “Blue”, the cell format will have priority over
the range format and A1 will be Blue. All other cells on A1:B2 will be Red.

Example:
<#format range(a1:b2;blue)> will format the range a1:b2 with the user defined format “blue”.

<#format range(myrange;blue)> will format the named range "myrange" with the user defined format
“blue”.

Merge Range
Syntax:

<#merge range(range address)>

Parameters:
range address: The range of the cells to merge. This might be a string like "A1:B5" or a named
range like "myrange"

Note: Whenever possible, use named ranges instead of strings in the range definitions. If you
define a named range "myrange" in cells A2:A3 and use it as a parameter for this tag, when you
insert a row in A1 the range will move to A3:A4. If you had written the string "A2:A3" as the
parameter for this tag, it will still point to A2:A3 after inserting the row.

Description:
Use it to dynamically merge a range of cells when generating the report. The range will grow/shrink
when copying the tag, depending on the count of records on the current band. IMPORTANT: !!THIS
TAG IS ONLY FOR DYNAMIC MERGING. FOR NORMAL MERGED CELLS, JUST MERGE THEM
IN THE TEMPLATE!!

Example:
<#merge range(a1:a2)> when written inside a band on A1:Z2 will merge the cells on column A once
per band.

Row Page Break
Syntax:

<#page break>

Description:
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<#page break> tags are useful for inserting page breaks on the report. “Normal” page breaks are
fixed, they won't be copied each time a band is expanded. So you need to add this tag to get a
page break for each value of the band.

Note that manual page breaks on a sheet have a maximum of 1026, so any page break above this
will not be inserted and will be silently ignored. There is a property on FlexCelReport that you can
set to have an exception instead on ignoring them when the limit is reached.

Example:
<#page break> will insert a page break on the current row.

Column Page Break
Syntax:

<#column page break>

Description:
<#column page break> tags are useful for inserting page breaks on the report. “Normal” page
breaks are fixed, they won't be copied each time a band is expanded. So you need to add this tag
to get a page break for each value of the band.

Note that manual page breaks on a sheet have a maximum of 1026, so any page break above this
limit will not be inserted and will be silently ignored. There is a property on FlexCelReport that you
can set to have an exception instead on ignoring them when the limit is reached.

Example:
<#column page break> will insert a page break on the current column.

Automatic Page Breaks
Syntax:

<#auto page breaks>

or

<#auto page breaks(PercentOfPageUsed; PageScale>

Parameters:
PercentOfPageUsed: This value must be between 0 and 100 and specifies the minimum percent of
the sheet that can be empty when adding the page breaks.

PageScale: This parameter must be between 50 and 100, and it specifies how smaller to consider
the sheet when calculating the page break, in order to avoid rounding errors.

Calling this tag without parameters is equivalent to calling <#auto page breaks(20;95)>

Description:
When you write an <#auto page breaks> tag in a sheet, FlexCel will try to keep together all named
ranges starting with "keeprows_" and "keepcolumns_". For an in depth explanation on how this
works, consult UsingFlexCelReports.pdf

Example:
<#auto page breaks> will tell flexcel to add manual page breaks in all the sheet so all "keepxxx"
ranges are kept together.

Row Height
Syntax:

<#Row Height(Value)>

or

<#Row Height(show)>

<#Row Height(hide)>
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or

<#Row Height(autofit; Adjustment;AdjustmentFixed;MinHeight;MaxHeight)>

Parameters:
Value: If it is a number, it means the height of the row. If it is “show” or “hide” means to show or
hide the row. If it is “autofit”, it means to autofit the row to the cell contents.

Adjustment: This value is optional and only has meaning if “value” is autofit. It is a percent to make
the row higher.

AdjustmentFixed: This value is optional and only has meaning if "value" is autofit. It is a fixed
amount to make the row bigger than the calculated value. The final height of the row might be
calculated as: FinalHeight = CalculatedHeight * Adjustment + AdjustmentFixed

MinHeight: This value is optional and only has meaning if "value" is autofit. It might be:
   "Dont Shrink": Means autofit, but never make the row smaller than the original size
   "Dont Grow": Means autofit, but never make the row bigger than the original size.
   A number: Specifies the minimum size of the row.

MaxHeight: This value is optional and only has meaning if "value" is autofit. It might be:
   "Dont Shrink": Means autofit, but never make the row smaller than the original size
   "Dont Grow": Means autofit, but never make the row bigger than the original size.
   A number: Specifies the maximum size of the row.

Description:
Use this tag to change the heights of rows. See the “Autofit” demo for more information.

Example:
<#Row Height(30)>

<#Row Height(hide)>

<#Row Height(Autofit)>

will mark the row to be autofitted by FlexCel.

<#Row Height(Autofit;100;0;dont shrink)>

will mark the row to be autofitted by FlexCel, with standard adjustment, and with a row size of at
least the original row size.

Column Width 
Syntax:

<#Column Width(Value)>

or

<#Column Width(show)>

<#Column Width(hide)>

or

<#Column Width(autofit; Adjustment;AdjustmentFixed;MinWidth;MaxWidth)>

Parameters:
Value: If it is a number, it means the width of the column. If it is “show” or “hide” means to show or
hide the column. If it is “autofit”, it means to autofit the column to the cell contents.

Adjustment: This value is optional and only has meaning if “value” is autofit. It is a percent to make
the column wider.

AdjustmentFixed: This value is optional and only has meaning if "value" is autofit. It is a fixed
amount to make the column bigger than the calculated value. The final width of the column will be
calculated as: FinalWidth = CalculatedWidth * Adjustment + AdjustmentFixed
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MinWidth: This value is optional and only has meaning if "value" is autofit. It might be:
   "Dont Shrink": Means autofit, but never make the column smaller than the original size
   "Dont Grow": Means autofit, but never make the column bigger than the original size.
   A number: Specifies the minimum size of the column.

MaxWidth: This value is optional and only has meaning if "value" is autofit. It might be:
   "Dont Shrink": Means autofit, but never make the column smaller than the original size
   "Dont Grow": Means autofit, but never make the column bigger than the original size.
   A number: Specifies the maximum size of the column.

Description:
Use this tag to change the widths of columns. See the “Autofit” demo for more information.

Example:
<#Column Width(Autofit)>

will mark the column to be autofitted by FlexCel.

Autofit Settings
Syntax:

<#Autofit Settings(Global; KeepAutofit; Adjustment; AdjustmentFixed)>

Parameters:
Global: It can be either the string "All" or "Selected" (without quotes). "All" means automatically
autofit every row on the workbook, regardless of if the row has been marked for autofit (with <#row
height(autofit)>) or not. "Selected" means only autofit rows that are marked.

The default is "Selected" and we recommend this setting, since autofitting all the rows on the sheet
could change heights of rows you do not want to change. If you want to use "all", make sure you
make rows that you do not want to chage of fixed height on the Excel template.

KeepAutofit: If "keep", rows that were marked as autofit on the original template will be kept autofit.
This means when you open the file in Excel it will recalculate the row heights and they might
change a little, but you will never get croped text. The dafault is true. If this setting is "fixed", row
height will be fixed at the size calculated by FlexCel, and Excel will not recalculate them. While
this will make both Excel and FlexCel look the same, when seing the file in Excel it might crop
some text. If you want to use this option, we recommend you ser Adjustment of about 150 to avoid
text crop.

Adjustment: It is a percent to make the columns wider or rows higher on all the sheets. The default
is 100, but you can enter a bigger number here. Also, you can override global adjustments with the
<#row height(autofit, localadjustment)> and <column width(autofit, localadjustment)>.  If you do not
specify localadjustment on those tags, the value specified here will be used. 

AdjustmentFixed: It is a fixed ammount to make the columns wider or rows higher on all the
sheets. The default is 0, but you can enter a bigger number here. 

Description:
This tag commands the autofit settings on a sheet. You need to have only one of those tags in
each sheet, and it will affect the autofit of all rows and columns.
If you do not specify this tag on a sheet, the default used is <#Autofit Settings(Selected;
keep;100;0)>

Example:
<#Autofit Settings(All, keep, 100)>
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will autofit all non fixed rows on the sheet, and you will not need to specify individual rows to autofit
with <#row height> tag.

Comment
Syntax:

<#//(...)>

Description:
Everything inside a // tag will be ignored. You can use it to temporary disable tags.

Example:
<#//(This is a comment)> will not do anything and is equivalent to an empty string.

Image Size
Syntax:

<#imgsize>

or

<#imgsize(zoom; aspect ratio)>

Parameters:
When called with no parameters, this tag will resize the image to "Best Fit" inside the original
image template rectangle maintaining the aspect ratio. That is, if the image in the template is 50px
wide x 40px tall, the new image will be resized to be either 40 px tall or 50 px wide, in a way the
aspect ratio is mainatined and the new image is no bigger than the image in the template

zoom: Percent of zoom to resize the image. 0 = leave size untouched.

aspect ratio: Aspect ratio of the image. 0 = leave size untouched. Negative values mean keep
height fixed and resize width to match, and positive values mean keep width fixed and resize height
to match 

Description:
This tag will only work when written on the name of an image. You shouldn't use both parameters at
the same time, always leave zoom=0 or aspect ratio=0

Example:
The most common way to use this tag is just to name an image <#Data><#imgsize>. If you do so,
the inserted image will be as big as possible without being bigger than the original, and maintaining
the aspect ratio.

If you name an image <#Data><#imgsize(0;-1)> the image will retain its designed height and resize
its width so it is not distorted. You can see a lot of different uses of this tag on the Images demo.

Image Position
Syntax:

<#imgpos(RowAlign;ColAlign;RowOffset;ColOffset)>

Parameters:
All paramters are optional.

RowAlign: It might be "Top", "Center" "Bottom" or omitted. If omitted vertical image position won't
change.

ColAlign: It might be "Left", "Center" or "Right" or omitted. If omitted the horizontal image position
won't change.

RowOffset: It is a number specifying how many pixels from the calculated position the image will be
moved down. If negative, image will be moved up from the calculated position. If omitted it is
assumed to be 0
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ColOffset: It is a number specifying how many pixels from the calculated position the image will be
moved right. If negative, image will be moved left from the calculated position. If omitted it is
assumed to be 0

Description:
This tag must be written as part of an image name, not in a cell.Use this tag to dynamically move
an image. You will normally need to use it when dealing with image of different sizes.

Example:
If you name an image <#Data><#imgpos(center;center;-10)> the image will be centered in the
column, and 10 pixels to the right of being centered in the row.

Image Fit
Syntax:

<#imgfit(FitInRows;FitInCols;RowMargin;ColMargin)>

Parameters:
All paramters are optional.

FitInRows: It might be "InRow", "Dont Shrink", "Dont Grow" or omitted.
If omitted the row will not change. If you use InRow, the row size will always change to fit the
image. Dont Shrink and Dont Grow work the same as InRow, but row size will only change if the
new height is larger/smaller than the current size.

FitInCols: It might be "InColumn", "Dont Shrink", "Dont Grow" or omitted.
If omitted the column will not change. If you use InCol, the column size will always change to fit the
image. Dont Shrink and Dont Grow work the same as InColumn, but column size will only change if
the new width is larger/smaller than the current size.

RowMargin: It is a number specifying how many pixels to add to the row as a margin around the
image.

ColMargin: It is a number specifying how many pixels to add to the column as a margin around the
image.

Description:
This tag must be written as part of an image name, not in a cell. Use this tag to resize a row or a
column so they are big enough to hold an image. You will normally want to use this tag when
image size changes dynamically, so the images fit inside their cells.

Example:
If you name an image <#Data><#imgfit(inrow;;-10)> the row will be made as big as the image plus
10 pixels.

Image Delete
Syntax:

<#imgdelete>

Description:
This tag must be written as part of an image name, not in a cell. Use this tag to delete an image.

Example:
If you name an image <#Data><#if(<#Data="";<#imgdelete>;)> image will be deleted when there is
no data.

Loo
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kup
Syntax:

<#lookup(table name; search key names; search key values ;result field)>

Parameters:
table name: Master table where we will look for the value.

search key names: A list of columns containing the search key on the master table. It will normally
be just one column, but if you need to search by more than one, you can separate column names
with a comma (“,”)

search key values: A list of values containing the search values on the master table. The number of
search key values should match the number of search key names. If you have more than one
search key value, you need to use an <#array> tag.

result field: the field of “Table name” you want to display.

Description:
Use <#lookup> to search for a field description on another table.

Example:
If you keep an CustomerId on table Orders and the Customer data on a table Customers, to output
the real customer name for an order you can use:

<#lookup(Customers;CustomerId;<#Orders.CustomerId>;CustomerName)>

For more examples on the use of lookup, see the lookup demo.

Arra
y

Syntax:
<#array(value_1; value_2;.... ;value_n)>

Description:
Use <#array> to output an array of values. Currently, the only use of <#array> tag is to provide an
array of search keys for the <#lookup> tag, but it could have more independent uses on the future.

Example:
To lookup a field by two different keys, you should use:

<#lookup(Table;Column1,Column2;<#array(value1;value2)>;result column)>
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Regular Expressions
Syntax:

<#regex(IgnoreCase; Expression; Match; [Replace])>

Parameters:
IgnoreCase: 0 to do a case-sensitive search, 1 to do a case-insensitive search.

Expression: Regular Expression we want to evaluate.

Match: String where we will apply the regular expression.

Replace: This is an optional parameter, and if present, it is the string that we will replace into the
matching parts of Match.

Description:
There are 2 ways to use this tag, depending if you include the “Replace” parameter or not. If you
don't include it, this function will return the parts of the string “Match” that match the regular
expression. When you specify a Replace parameter, this function will return the original “Match”
string where the parts that match the expression will be replaced by the Replace parameter. 

Examples:
<#regex(0;x.*e;flexcel)> will return xce 

<#regex(0;x.*e;flexcel;***)> will return fle***l 

<#regex(0;x*.e;flexcel;o)> will return fool 

<#regex(0;x*.e;flexcel;)> will return fl 

For
mula

Syntax:
<#Formula>

Description:
You can use this tag to make FlexCel enter the text on the cell as a formula instead of a string.
Note that the text on the cell must be a valid formula, and start with an “=” sign. If the expression is
not a valid Excel formula, an Exception will be raised. You only need to enter this tag once in a
cell, normally at the beginning. Note that for entering cell references, you will need to use the
<#ref> tag.

Example:
If you enter on a cell:

B5: <#Formula>= <#ref(0;-1)> + <#Db.Field>

when the report is generated, on the cell you will have formulas like:

B5: “=A5 + 4”

C5: “=A6 + 3”

etc.

We used the <#ref> tag here to make the reference “A5” grow down when the cell is copied. Also,
using <#ref> instead of writing the cell reference directly, allows you to insert for example a row at
the beginning of the template, and not break the report.

R
ef

Syntax:
<#Ref(NamedRange)>

or

<#Ref(RowOffset; ColOffset)>
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or

<#Ref(NamedRange; RowAbsolute; ColAbsolute)>

Parameters:
NamedRange: The name of a named range with the cell address you want to use.

RowOffset: How many rows below or above this cell is the refrence. Use negative values to indicate
rows above the cell.

ColOffset: How many  columns at the left or the right of this cell is the refrence. Use negative values
to indicate rows at the left of the cells.

RowAbsolute: If true, the row will not move down when copying. This is analog to a A$1 reference

ColAbsolute: If true, the column will not move to the right when copying. This is analog to a $A1
reference

Description:
This tag will normally be used together with a <#formula> tag, in order to add relative references to
a hand-written formula. Even if the values are absolute, it is a good idea to always use <#ref> tags
on formulas, since if you don't, whenever you insert rows on the sheet the references will not be
updated

Example:
<#ref(-1;-2)> means the cell that is 1 row above and 2 columns to the left

<#ref(Potatoes;true;true)> means a reference to the name "potatoes" on the sheet that will not
move when copying cells.

HT
ML

Syntax:
<#HTML(Enable)>

Parameters:
Enable: Enable can be “TRUE” or “FALSE”. When true, the text on the cell will be entered as
HTML, when false it will be entered as normal text. For more information about HTML tags
supported, see the FlexCelReport.HtmlMode property on the Help file.

Description:
This tag overrides the global property “FlexCelReport.HtmlMode” on a cell by cell basis. If you set
HtmlMode = true on a report, you can exclude individual cells of being HTML formatted with the tag
<#HTML(false)>. Similarly, when HtmlMode = false, you can make individual cells HTML formatted
with the tag <#HTML(true)>. You only need to write one HTML tag into a cell, and its position does
not matter.

Example:
<#HTML(true)><#Text>

will enter the value of <#Text> as an Html string when HtmlMode = false.

Preprocess
Syntax:

<#Preprocess>

Description:
The preprocess tag enters a "preprocessor" mode where you can modify the template before
actually running the report. You only need to write one Preprocess tag into a cell, and its position
does not matter.

When this tag is present in any cell of the template, FlexCel will make 2 passes on it. On the first
pass, FlexCel will process all the cells with "Preprocess" tag, and in the second it will load the
modified template. You can use the first pass to delete rows and columns, and customize the final
template before the report.
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You can get dynamic templates this way, that are customized depending on the data.

Example:
<#Preprocess><#if(<#defined(customer.date)>;;<#delete column>)>

will delete the column from the template before running the report when "customer.date" is no
defined.

<#Preprocess><#if(<#includecustomer>)>;;<#delete column>)>

will delete the column if the variable "includecustomer" is false

Defi
ned

Syntax:
<#defined(field_or_variable)>

or

<#defined(field_or_variable;global>

<#defined(field_or_variable;local>

Parameters:
field_or_variable: Field we want to find out if is defined. "Defined" will return if the variable or
database field exists in a global scope.

global: This is the same as calling it with just 1 parameter.

local: When the second parameter is the string "local", "defined" will return true only if the field is
accessible to the current range. For example, if you have a master range __master__ and included
inside a detail range __detail__; defined(detail.field;local) will return true only if the cell is inside the
__detail__ range, but not if is inside the __master__ range. defined(detail.field;global) or simply
defined(detail.field) will return true no matter the cell where the expression is in.

Description:
Use this tag to know if a field variable is defined or not. This is normally useful when doing
metatemplates (see meta templates demo) together with the Preprocess tag. This way you can
have dynamic SQLs, and delete columns from the report if those columns where not selected in the
SQL.

Example:
<#Preprocess><#if(<#defined(customer.date)>;;<#delete column>)>

will delete the column from the template if the field "date" does not exists in the table customers

Remarks:
When using the "defined" tag, you will probably need to use default values in the database fields
too. For example, the expression "<#if(<#defined(db.field)>;<#db.field>;no data)>" will raise an
error if db.field does not exits. This is because FlexCel precompiles the whole expression before
evaluating it, and it can't compile it if <#db.field> does not exist. The defined tag will be evaluated
later, (many times, this is why FlexCel precompiles the expression), but at precompile time this
expression will raise an error. 

The correct expression in this case is "<#if(<#defined(db.field)>;<#db.field;no data>;no data)>", or
more simple just "<#db.field;no data>"
In general, when using fields that might be defined or not, you should always specify a default value
for them.

Defined Format
Syntax:

<#defined format(expression)>

Parameters:
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expression: An expression that should resolve to a string

Description:
Use this tag to know if a custom format is defined in the config sheet.

Example:
<#if(<#defined format(<#fmt>)>;<#format cell(<#fmt>)>;)>

will format the cell with the style specified by the variable <#fmt> if it is defined, or do nothing
otherwise.

D
T
B

Syntax:
<#DTB>

Parameters:
No parameter

Description:
Return the current database from which Phoebus create report

Example:

L
D
G

Syntax:
<#LDG>

Parameters:
No parameter

Description:
Return the current Ledger from which Phoebus create report

Example:

Na
me

Syntax:
<#Name>

Parameters:
No parameter

Description:
Return the Phoebus report name (QDID code)

Example:

User
ID

Syntax:
<#UserID>

Parameters:
No parameter

Description:
Return the uer id , who run report

Example:
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Address1 .. Address6, Contact,Email,Telephone, Telex, Webpage
Syntax:

<#Address1> …

Parameters:
No parameter

Description:
Return the company info of the current business entiry

Example:

STR2VAL
Syntax:

<#STR2VAL(expression)>

Parameters:
expression: An expression that should resolve to a string

Description:
Return the decimal value, converted from expression. Support calculation of evaluation engine

Example:
<#STR2VAL("1345")> return 1345.00

SUNDATE2DATE
Syntax:

<#SUNDATE2DATE(expression)>

Parameters:
expression: An expression that should resolve to a string or integer in format yyyymmdd

Description:
return date time , converted from string

Example:
<#SUNDATE2DATE(20090213)> return 13 Feb 2009 (excel native date)

PERIOD2STR
Syntax:

<#PERIOD2STR(expression)>

Parameters:
expression: An expression that should resolve to a string or integer in format yyyyppp

Description:
return formated string , converted from period

Example:
<#PERIOD2STR(2009002)> return 002/2009

Read_EN
Syntax:

<#Read_EN(expression;Unit;SubUnit)>

Parameters:
expression: An expression that should resolve to a number

Unit and SubUnit : the currency name

Description:
return say to word phrase o the given number. (English)

Example:
<#Read_EN(10;"dollar";"cent")> return Ten dollars
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Read_VN
Syntax:

<#Read_VN(expression;Unit;SubUnit)>

Parameters:
expression: An expression that should resolve to a number

Unit and SubUnit : the currency name

Description:
return say to word phrase o the given number. (Vietnamese)

Example:
<#Read_VN(10;"dong";"xu")> return Muoi dong

Unic
ode

Syntax:
<#Unicode(expression)>

Parameters:
expression: An expression that should resolve to a VNI string

Description:
Convert VNI string to Unicode string

Example:

PERIODOFFSET
Syntax:

<#PERIODOFFSET(Period;integer)>

Parameters:
MonthNumber: An expression that should resolve to a number : 1,2,3

CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return a period from month number

Example:

Syntax:

Parameters:
MonthNumber: An expression that should resolve to a number : 1,2,3

CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return a period from month number

Example:

P
A

Syntax:
<#PA(CurrentPeriodOverride)>

Parameters:
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CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return current period

Example:
<#PA()> Return 003/2009. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#PA(2007004)> Return 004/2007.

F
P

Syntax:
<#FP(CurrentPeriodOverride)>

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return first period of the year

Example:
<#FP()> Return 001/2009. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#FP(2007004)> Return 001/2007.

Y
E
F

Syntax:
<#YEF(CurrentPeriodOverride)>

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return first period of last year

Example:
<#YEF()> Return 001/2008. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#YEF(2007004)> Return 001/2006.

Y
H

Syntax:
<#YH(CurrentPeriodOverride)>

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return the last period of last year

Example:
<#YH()> Return 012/2008. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#YEF(2007004)> Return 012/2006.

P
E

Syntax:
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<#PE(CurrentPeriodOverride)>

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return this period last year

Example:
<#PE()> Return 003/2008. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#PE(2007004)> Return 004/2006.

P
H

Syntax:
<#PH(CurrentPeriodOverride)>

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return last period

Example:
<#PH()> Return 002/2009. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#PH(2007004)> Return 003/2007.

P
N

Syntax:
<#PN(CurrentPeriodOverride)>

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return next period

Example:
<#PN()> Return 004/2009. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#PN(2007004)> Return 005/2007.

QAF and QAT
Syntax:

<#QAF(CurrentPeriodOverride)> and <#QAT(CurrentPeriodOverride)> 

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return this quarter From and this quarter To period

Example:
<#QAF()> Return 001/2009. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#QAT()> Return 003/2009. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#QAF(2007004)> Return 004/2007.

<#QAT(2007004)> Return 006/2007.

QEF and QET
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Syntax:
<#QEF(CurrentPeriodOverride)> and <#QET(CurrentPeriodOverride)> 

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return this quarter last year From and this quarter last year To period

Example:
<#QEF()> Return 001/2008. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#QET()> Return 003/2008. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#QEF(2007004)> Return 004/2006.

<#QET(2007004)> Return 006/2006.

QHF and QHT
Syntax:

<#QHF(CurrentPeriodOverride)> and <#QHT(CurrentPeriodOverride)> 

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return last quarter From and last quarter To period

Example:
<#QHF()> Return 009/2008. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#QHT()> Return 012/2008. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#QHF(2007004)> Return 001/2007.

<#QHT(2007004)> Return 003/2007.

QNF and QNT
Syntax:

<#QNF(CurrentPeriodOverride)> and <#QNT(CurrentPeriodOverride)> 

Parameters:
CurrentPeriodOverride: optional, if not provided, Current Period in Phoebus will be used instead

Description:
Return next quarter From and last quarter To period

Example:
<#QNF()> Return 004/2009. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#QNT()> Return 006/2009. (phoebus current period is 003/2009)

<#QNF(2007004)> Return 007/2007.

<#QNT(2007004)> Return 009/2007.
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4.3 Formula

Supported formulas in form rendering (F - method)

Formula Tag Desc

1 TT_XLB_EB Extract link to data

2 AG_SMLK Vision 6.3.2 formula

3 VISION_XLB_EB Vision5 formula

4 =slookup("CA","11100") <#slookup(CA;11100)
>

Display the name of account 11100 = Cash on
hand

5 =SDate("T","dd.MM.yy") <#sdate(T;dd.MM.yy)
>

Convert string to date string

6 =SPeriod Convert string to Period string

7 =STime Convert string to time string

8 =SValue Convert string to number string

9 =Conv2BA(CUR as string,
Value as decimal)

Convert other amount to base amount using
phoebus rate

10 =NextSeqNo("Seq","Y") Get the next sequence number, Seq is defined
with phoebus function SN. Y is to update
number after using

11 =Vni2Uni Conver VNI to unicode

12 =Read_EN Read number to word in English

13 =Read_VN Read number to word in Vietnamese

14 =Read_RU Read number to word in Russian

Excel native formulas:

This is a list of all the standard Excel 2003 functions. Functions marked with RED are not implemented yet.
Formulas on column "Array Enabled" mean that you can enter them inside an Array formula with a range
argument (for example "if(a1:a10<3;…;….)") All formulas can be used inside Array Formulas, but only the
ones on this list can be used with array arguments where they would expect a single value. By "Array
formulas" we mean formulas you enter with Shift-Ctrl-Enter

Array
Enabled

Implemented

Financial

x Db

x Ddb

x Fv

x Ipmt

x Irr

Ispmt

x Mirr

x Nper
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x Npv

x Pmt

x PPmt

x Pv

x Rate

x Sln

x Syd

Vdb

Date & Time

x x Date

x x DateValue

x x Day

x Days360

x x Hour

x x Minute

x x Month

x x Now

x x Second

x x Time

x x TimeValue

x x Today

x x WeekDay

x x Year

Math & Trig

x x Abs

x x Acos

x x Acosh

x x Asin

x x Asinh

x x Atan

x x Atan2

x x Atanh

x x Ceiling

x x Combin

x x Cos

x x Cosh

x x Degrees

x x Even

x x Exp

x x Fact

x x Floor

x x Int

x x Ln

x Log

x x Log10

Mdeterm

Minverse

x x Mmult

x x Mod

x x Odd
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x x Pi

x x Power

x x Product

x x Radians

x x Rand

x Roman

x x Round

x x Rounddown

x x Roundup

x x Sign

x x Sin

x x Sinh

x x Sqrt

x Subtotal

x x Sum

x x SumX2MY2

x x SumX2PY2

x x SumXMY2

x x Sumif

x x Sumproduct

x x Sumsq

x x Tan

x x Tanh

x Trunc

Statistical

x x Avedev

x x Average

x x Averagea

Betadist

Betainv

x Binomdist

x Chidist

x Chiinv

x x Chitest

x Confidence

x Correl

x x Count

x x Counta

x x Countblank

x x Countif

x Covar

Critbinom

x Devsq

x Expondist

Fdist

Finv

x x Fisher

x x Fisherinv

Forecast

x x Frequency
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Ftest

x Gammadist

x Gammainv

x x Gammaln

x Geomean

Growth

x Harmean

x Hypgeomdist

x Intercept

x Kurt

x x Large

Linest

Logest

x Loginv

x Lognormdist

x x Max

x x Maxa

x x Median

x x Min

x x Mina

x x Mode

x Negbinomdist

x Normdist

x Norminv

x x Normsdist

x x Normsinv

x x Pearson

x x Percentile

x Percentrank

x x Permut

x Poisson

Prob

x x Quartile

x Rank

x x Rsq

x x Skew

x x Slope

x x Small

x x Standardize

x Stdev

x Stdeva

x Stdevp

x Stdevpa

x x Steyx

Tdist

Tinv

Trend

Trimmean

Ttest

x Var
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x Vara

x Varp

x Varpa

x Weibull

x Ztest

Lookup & Reference

x x Address

x Areas

x x Choose

x x Column

x x Columns

x Hlookup

x Hyperlink

x Index

x x Indirect

x Lookup

x x Match

x x Offset

x x Row

x x Rows

x x Transpose

x Vlookup

Database

x DAverage

x DCount

x DCounta

x DGet

x DMax

x DMin

x DProduct

x DStdev

x DStdevp

x DSum

x DVar

x DVarp

Getpivotdata

Text

x x Asc

Bahttext

x x Char

x x Clean

x x Code

x x Concatenate

x Dollar

x Exact

x Find

x Fixed

Jis

x x Left

x x Len
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x x Lower

x x Mid

Phonetic

x x Proper

x x Replace

x Rept

x x Right

x x Search

x Substitute

x T

x Text

x x Trim

x x Upper

x x Value

Logical

x x And

x x False

x x If

x x Not

x x Or

x x True

Information

x Cell

x x Error.Type

Info

x x Isblank

x x Iserr

x x Iserror

x x Islogical

x x Isna

x x Isnontext

x x Isnumber

x Isref

x x Istext

x N

x x Na

x x Type

Total Implemented: 212

Total Existing: 237

Implemented: 89%

Total Array enabled: 131

Excel 2007
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Array
Enabled

Implemented

New in 2007

 AccrInt

 AccrIntM

 AmorDegrc

 AmorLinc

x x  AverageIf

x x  AverageIfs

 BesselI

 BesselJ

 BesselK

 BesselY

x  Bin2Dec

x  Bin2Hex

x  Bin2Oct

 Complex

x  Convert

x x  CountIfs

x  CoupDayBs

x  CoupDays

x  CoupDaysNc

x  CoupNcd

x  CoupNum

x  CoupPcd

 CumIPmt

 CumPrinc

x  Dec2Bin

x  Dec2Hex

x  Dec2Oct

x  Delta

 Disc

x  DollarDe

x  DollarFr

x  Duration

x  EDate

x  Effect

x  EoMonth

 Erf

 ErfC

x  FactDouble

 FVSchedule

x x  Gcd

x  GeStep

x  Hex2Bin

x  Hex2Dec

x  Hex2Oct
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x x  IfError

 ImAbs

 Imaginary

 ImArgument

 ImConjugate

 ImCos

 ImDiv

 ImExp

 ImLn

 ImLog10

 ImLog2

 ImPower

 ImProduct

 ImReal

 ImSin

 ImSqrt

 ImSub

 ImSum

 IntRate

x  IsEven

x  IsOdd

x x  Lcm

x  MDuration

x  MRound

x x  MultiNomial

x  NetworkDays

x  Nominal

x  Oct2Bin

x  Oct2Dec

x  Oct2Hex

 OddFPrice

 OddFYield

 OddLPrice

 OddLYield

 Price

 PriceDisc

 PriceMat

x  Quotient

x  RandBetween

 Received

x  SeriesSum

x  SqrtPi

x x  SumIfs

 TBillEq

 TBillPrice

 TBillYield

x  WeekNum

x  WorkDay

x  Xirr

x  Xnpv
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x  YearFrac

 YieldDisc

 YieldMat

Total Implemented: 51

Total Existing: 97

Implemented: 53%

Total Array enabled: 8

Excel 2010

Array
Enabled

Implemented

New in 2010

x NETWORKDAYS.INTL

x WORKDAY.INTL

x AGGREGATE

x x CEILING.PRECISE

x x ISO.CEILING

CHISQ.DIST

CHISQ.INV

CONFIDENCE.T

COVARIANCE.S

ERF.PRECISE

ERFC.PRECISE

F.DIST

F.INV

x FLOOR.PRECISE

GAMMALN.PRECISE

MODE.MULT

x PERCENTILE.EXC

PERCENTRANK.EXC

x QUARTILE.EXC

RANK.AVG

T.DIST

T.INV

Total Implemented: 8

Total Existing: 22

Implemented: 36%

Total Array enabled: 2
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